
VO/Audio: Friendly middle-aged woman with 
simple symphonic background.

VO: The Philips Respironics, EasyLife Nasal 
Mask with Auto Seal technology.

Video: Fade to screen name and logo.

VO: Our advanced Auto Seal technology is  
changing the game in mask comfort and 
performance.

Auto Seal helps to create a self-adjusting seal 
and comfortable fit so patients get a better 
night’s sleep.

Video: Begin with front of mask and slowly 
spin to back revealing cushions.

Note: Black lines for movement example only.

VO: Philips Respironics’ exclusive Auto Seal 
technology is revolutionizing mask 
performance.

Our unique inner seal and outer support 
cushion work in combination to help provide 
the comfort and performance patients are 
looking for.

Video: Show inner and outer cushions 
attaching to base of mask.

VO: The inner seal cushion covers a smaller 
surface of the nose than most traditional 
masks. 

Video: Fade out base and outer cushion 
to inner cushion turning to be applied on 
mannequin.

VO: The outer support cushion allows the 
mask to rest lightly and comfortably against 
the face. 

Video: Outer cushion moves over inner 
cushion on mannequin.

VO: The outer support cushion includes an 
intuitive forehead pad. The function of this 
cushion eliminates the need to adjust a fore-
head pad, which is a traditional fitting step. 
The cushion provides additional support, 
allowing the patient to apply minimal 
headgear force for added comfort.

Video: Slow zoom to outer cushion forehead 
spring pad with slight in and out movement 
of pad to show adjustment capability.

VO: EasyLife’s Auto Seal technology from 
Philips Respironics allows patients to enjoy 
the latest solutions in comfort and 
performance.

Video: Begin with back of mask and slowly 
spin to front of mask.

VO: EasyLife with Auto Seal technology has 
changed the game.

Video: Fade to screen name and logo.
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VO: When air pressure is supplied to the 
mask, the inner sealing cushion extends and 
attaches to the nose just before the mask’s 
outer support cushion rests on the face. This 
attraction between the inner cushion and 
the nose creates a flexible, self-adjusting seal 
that adapts to movement and relaxed facial 
muscles when sleeping.

Video: Inner cushion turning and moving into 
position on mannequin profile.

VO: This eliminates the need to over-tighten 
the headgear, and provides an additional layer 
of stability and support.

Video: Outer cushion rests lightly on the face 
and over the inner cushion.
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